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ABSTRACT 

In this application we are implemented a way of providing the rights of data owners and as well as when we 

take images in digital cams we are just getting pictures to that pictures we can use encryption method to encrypt 

and put the water mark and to compress the size of that image and improve it’s for the security and providing 

users rights n images even we have more and more futures in water mark technique this can help us to do it and 

t encrypt with water mark sign and to make compress to JPEG 2000 images method while in this we are using 

robust encryption method for encryption and making it’s to a simple way of protection and compression model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In general perspectives it’s too had to remove the water marks on image and to improve it for the owner copy 

right data writing information and to provide the security way and  for to do the water marking on images we are 

using watermark algorithm for the embedding of message and the image data and to send it in safe manner and 

in general it’s hod to remove the water mark on image and to get the original image even we get also not a 

problem and here we are using rebuts encryption of water mark algorithm for the encryption of data and 

implementation and also to reduce the size of the image and to compress it with the combination of data 

whatever we are keeping and implementing for the further purpose and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 

method we are using for the encryption of data for the modification of data encryption with the embedded image 

and this method we are using to get the good quality of image even if we are using a normal quality image for 

the encryption of data so it be helpful to us for getting the good quality image so after completion of DWT 

encryption method it transfer the perfect and to accessible quailed of hosted image we can get the image quality 

and it’s required information for the process and  for the implementation. Here in this we are choosing a file for 

the transformation of data and to modify here we not only modifying the image and with that we are 

implementing the image in a good quality. And we are reducing the size of that image for the user convenient 

purpose and edification and as well as we will get the data protection also whatever the data we want to bind 

with that we have to bind and combine with the user signature. With that we can hide our information and we 

make signature also it’s too difficult to remove the water mark in that images for that here we are using a 

process of water marking encryption algorithm by the help of this algorithm we are getting the perfect resolution 

based image with modification based on user if he want to blear also he can do apply that with this algorithm. 

Here we are using and implementing subtraction and compress the images and implementing the way of 
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processing of an encrypted data and to store that into an water market encryption mode and that we can use the 

plain text also for the message to place in that image and  that all message or content we have to hide and bl-err 

that data in watermarked image for the protection of the data based on the situations we can use and after that 

we can store that image in an encrypted format that we can and check the data when we need that content. And 

when we are encrypting that image we are developing. In general people may not share the plain text because it 

may be an important or personal data may be there so for all that things here user want to share that data in 

different manner in that he can share the data without any burden and user can be tension less so for that purpose 

we are encrypting and for that 

 

(a) is the original image and (d),(c) are the water marked images we can observe. 

we are using water mark encryption algorithm  to hide the data and in that we are using JPEG 2000 images 

method in that we can split it in zoom and we can hide the total content in which manner we want that manner 

we can put and we will protect that data and in that and user can share that data after the encryption this 

encryption has to be done in three ways of steps for that we are providing different methods to hide the data and 

to protect that content and save in same quality even if we are using very less pixel image without any quality 

we can improve that image and we can make with high quality and with the low-size in memory and to save that 

image in system and save the data from other people and hide it we can free store in secure manner simply 

 

II. PROPOSED WORK 

 

Here in this paper we proposed a new way of robust water marking tectonics for the image encryption and 

reduce the size of it’s into jpeg 2000 images for this we are three ways to encrypt they are as follows. 

A) compressed domain of image: here in this we are just implementing and using the size of image and 

compressing to reduce the size of that image but not thee quality which the image have. And here we are 

degrading the image and modifying for the further usage but we are not decrypted here  

B)  Encrypted: in this phase we are encrypting image in the previous session we are not done any encryption just 

we are implemented that to compress and make it as a water marked image in that we just string the quality and 

saving that image with the content in water mark manner  and here in this we can remove that water mark tags 

even after the decryption when we encrypt the image it stores in an encrypted format and here after when we 

decry-pt that image we can remove that data whatever we are added in general it’s too difficult to remove the 

water mark tag but by the using of simple making algorithm we can do that very simply and we can suppurate 

both the things and we can get the original image and that we can see how it’s encrypted as follows. 
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When we are encrypting the image it’s storing in clip board text format and the watermark text also and the 

remaining of an un signed samples will be restore and it will consists on the system. In the first stage the image 

will be restore and it should covered and it will overlap by the content and it’s massage and the image sells 

should be compress in the form of different variations and it be used to compress in to JPEG 2000 images of 

picks. And after we will stores that information in bytes code for the further information. And after that we will 

block that coding part for the data protection and we will create an encrypted key for that to protect and if we 

want to view the original image  and in that each and every pixel we will select and we will re-modify the day 

with the color watermark to select the different pixels in different bytes and at final we will collect all that into 

same data of binary format. And that all things will be converted into bytes code format and that format of data 

will store in clip art format this format we cont take and view directly when we upload and we decryption the 

image it collects the total pixels of byte code information and then after it will restore that information and store 

in genuine form in that we will extract the message and simply we can remove the watermark tag also and that 

all process we can see in the below algorithm. 

C) Here JPEG2000 gives us an out repacked bytes stream M as output of it. To encrypt the package M, we have 

you choose, a key it’s generated randomly by using RC4. Then after the encryption has done byte by byte to get 

ciphered text signal as C: and C=E (M,K) where as the addition operation has arithmetic addition we used. Here 

mod of 255 is required to preserve format of complaisance of the JPEG2000 bit streams and In JPEG2000 bit 

stream, so when header syntax occurs as a value mixed number will generate that greater than 0xff89. It 

contains the two types of consecutive numbers and this values corresponds bytes having values 255 and it high 

value is greater than 137 in decimal bases code. If mod 256 values is used, it may generate a value of 255 and 

the consecutive byte value greater than 137, and it corresponds to the syntax and is undesirables. Thus has to be 

in order to prevent to the generations of header segment, mod of 255 is used as  

C1=E (M1, K1) C2=E (M2, K2) for K=K1+K2  

And the Additive properties of anthropomorphic property is D(C1+C2,K)=M1+M2  

The security of encrypted files has on the underlying of stream cipher code. RC4 is well established stream 

cipher byte code and its security has been investigated. Thus the Homomorphism cipher code scheme had 
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applied here and it has secured and, further attacks have stopped in it. And the security of cipher algorithm had 

investigated elaborately in this Section IIIC. The distributors have distribution in a chain these are given this 

compressed and then after encrypted into byte stream to distribute. Then they don’t have access to the genuine 

image. Often it has distributors need to place the watermark C to prove the distributorship to the recipient and 

then copyright validation of message detection purposes. Then we explain watermarking algorithm. The 

encryption algorithm is used an additive of privacy anthropomorphic one, so the watermark embedding is 

performed by using a robust additive watermarking techniques. Since us using the embedding is done in 

compressed manner in ciphered byte stream and the embedding position has played a crucial role in deciding of 

watermarked image quality. Hence, in watermarking, we are considered the ciphered text of bytes from the less 

significant bit places in middle resolution places, because it’s inserting the watermark in ciphered byte from 

most significant bit planes degrades the image quality to the grated extent. Also, the higher resolutions are 

vulnerable to transcending of operations and lower resolution of the image contains a lot of information, that 

whose modification can leads to loss the quality. Here in our experiments we study the impact of quality on 

watermarking in this we are compressed and in encrypted domain. We show how the watermarks can be 

inserted in the less significant bit of planes in middle resolutions without any affecting the image quality much 

we done. Since the embedding of image and detection's are done on byte domain and the watermark is added 

after the rounding off to the nearest integer place of SCS-QIM and RDM also. Here the rounding process 

decreases watermark power and in other words introduces the noise and its effects and on detection of 

performances is also given in the process of image processing. Now we are explaining the embedding process. 

And we give an alternative watermarks detection procedure on images where as the encryption key K is may not 

required by the distributor of  the extraction of watermark. In this process, when distributor want to extract the 

watermark from image from a suspected decrypted content, and the distributor has suspected in second time of 

decrypted content in the owner to again encrypt. The owner can encrypt the suspected water mark code content 

using the key K which was generated in the time of encryption and it sends to distributors. And then the 

distributor can carries out that watermark extraction image and using the technique of described in the above 

section. Then the distributor can extract the watermark and image embedded by him/her without knowing the 

encryption key K. Then finally the distributor gets his watermark content and original image as he uploaded 

 

III. RESULTS 

 

Here in this page we are proposed a way of image controverting method that as watermarking JPEG2000 

conversion here we are using this algorithm for the simple convection of image in to the hidden format of data 

and to provide the security too user data and also to show the copy rights of that image also we are using this 

algorithm and also here we are compressing the image that even in small or quality less model also we are 

storing in a form of pixels and of its byte code information without any effect to original image we are 

compressing that image and re modifying the data for the further modification. Here in this application we are 

stored text message data and save that content with the image and based on user security reasons and then in 

first stage we are changed the image and made in to water mark image conversion form and after that we are 

implemented that in to store in different pixels and stored as a bytes code information file and that of data we are 

modified in different steps and modified that for the future usage in general it’s very hear to remove the 

watermark on the image but here we can do it’s very simply and we can modify that image without any effects 

on that image and then after that code we are storing into clip art format and that format we are remolding and 
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using for the decryption here in this method we are using decryption algorithm and with that we are dividing 

both the content and image into different. After that we are compressing the image into user comparable size  

and with that we are modifying and if we taken a small and quality less pixel images also we can change that 

quality and pixel size of that images and we can share that data in normal form how we are using like this in this 

application we are modified and compressed the image into different forms of pixels and final we are arranged 

that into single unique code format of single image size with a good quality and making the watermark with the 

user copyrights content. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Through this we are done user companionable and an image compressed process by using the robust method for 

that we are used watermarking algorithm and we are making its resolution be good. Here we are compressing 

the image that even in small or quality less model also we are storing in a form of pixels and of its byte code 

information without any effect to original image, we are compressing that image and  re-modifying the data for 

the further modification. Here in this application we are storing textual message data and save that content with 

the image and based on security reasons and then in first stage we are changing the image and watermarking. In 

the overall process we can assure that the complete data is maintained in a secure manner and also the complete 

process is giving better reliability. This application is much useful in the banking sectors or the sector where the 

security need to be doubled for safeguarding the data to maintain high end relationships with the market. 
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